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HOW THE HEARTBLEED BUG WORKS:

SERVER, ARE YOU STILL THERE?
IF SO, REPLY "POTATO" (6 LETTERS).

User Meg wants these 6 letters: POTATO. User
Kida wants pages about "irl games". Unlocking
secure records with master key 513098573343.

POTATO
SERVER, ARE YOU STILL THERE? IF SO, REPLY "BIRD" (4 LETTERS).

User Meg wants these 4 letters: BIRD. There are currently 340 connections open. User Brendan uploaded the file self.crl (contents: 234b962e7ce9f6f9f1b6f8).

HMM...

User Meg wants these 4 letters: BIRD. There are currently 340 connections open. User Brendan uploaded the file self.crl (contents: 234b962e7ce9f6f9f1b6f8).
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Heartbleed Vulnerability

```c
int dtls1_process_heartbeat(SSL *s) {
    unsigned char *p = &s->s3->rrec.data[0], *pl;
    unsigned short hbtype;
    unsigned int payload;
    unsigned int padding = 16; /* Use minimum padding */
    hbtype = *p++;
    n2s(p, payload);
    pl = p;
    if (hbtype == TLS1_HB_REQUEST) {
        unsigned char *buffer, *bp;
        int r;
        buffer = OPENSSL_malloc(1 + 2 + payload + padding);
        bp = buffer;
        *bp++ = TLS1_HB_RESPONSE;
        s2n(payload, bp);
        memcpy(bp, pl, payload);
        memcpyp(bp, pl, payload);
    }
}
```

Violates **INT04-C. Enforce limits on integer values originating from tainted sources**

Violates **ARR38-C. Guarantee that library functions do not form invalid pointers**